
 

 

Project Documentation 

 

For the project documentation you will have 1 of 2 possible tasks (you will do one or the 

other, not both): 

1. Standard written project documentation submitted on Angel 

2. An addition to the Gems of Wisdom Wiki based on a task in your project 

 

At some point during the project or during the 10th week your team will been assigned a 

task either project documentation or a Gems of Wisdome Wiki entry. 

 

For the teams assigned Written Project Documentation: 
1) Written Project Documentation: If you are submitting project documentation, you must 

start with your project proposal document and update that file. Leave all of the important 

information from your original project proposal and update all changes. 

 

You are expected to have either a detailed drawing or a photograph of your final project 

with labeled details. 

 

I'm not too tough about the project documentation. I will grade it during the final, so submit 

it before the final begins. It'll be submitted electronically only on Angel. Usually I'm okay 

with a simple paragraph or two explanation (whatever is necessary to explain your project) 

and a few good pictures! I'm big on pictures with labels! Very informal compared to 

ME421. :)  ) 

 

The must have pictures, include: 

1. Picture of project as a whole 

2. Picture of you with your project 

3. Close up pictures of interesting sub-parts of your project 

 

I'll be taking pictures during to project demonstration day that you can use. 

 

In my mind the main purpose of the document is for you. I want you to have something to 

remember. 

 

For teams assigned a Gems of Wisdom explanation on the Angel Wiki: 
2) You should click on Lessons -> Gems of Wisdom wiki and look at the template. Write 

your information and try to stick to the template layout as appropriate. This is intended to 

help future students with projects please write every detail they might possibly need to use 

your assigned component. 

 

If you are doing a wiki entry please read the entries by Isaac Weintraub for formatting and 

adding pictures.  Go to the Angel wiki under the lessons tab, type in "Isaac" into the search 

box.  You should find "Adding Images and Formatting to Wisdom WIKI".  Read that 

document and add pictures and quality formatting to your wiki entry. 


